ROADS TO MOVEMENT

CASE STUDIES
How do people react to our
Social Media content?

COMMENTS
"Hey! I really like your posts, keep up the good work. Was thinking about a
similar setup. What size is the Ortlieb Attrack on the rear rack? Can you
recommend this?"
"Terrific location and pictures!"
"Nice, I am heading out to Denmark in May. Any tips on routes, places to visit and
sleep? Can't wait..."
"Which sleeping pad do you use? Where can you buy it?"
"Is there an insurance you count upon during your trips? Can you recommend it?"
"Just discovered your account, such a cool mission you guys are on!"
...
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ROADS TO MOVEMENT

TIPS AND TRICKS TO PLAN YOUR SUSTAINABLE (CYCLING) ADVENTURE!

MONTHLY STATS

FOLLOWERS

Engagement rate 5 - 10%
Accounts reached 300k+
Fun level 200%

600+

11.4k+

AUDIENCE
Followers: 60% men - 40% women
Primary age group: 25 - 34
Top Locations: BE, US, DE, NL
Audience Interests:
Travel
Outdoor(gear)
Sustainability
Expeditions

FEATERED ON
Articles
Reiskrant Wegwijzer
Op Weg (Travel Magazine)
Het Laatste Nieuws (link)
Online Cooperations
Blog Post The Green Stamp Official (link)
Interview with Outdoor Inspiratie (link)
Blog Post for Warmshowers (link)
Interview with Reislekker (expected May '22)

Since the start of our trip our followers are genuinely interested and
curious about our plans, stories, itineraries, travel gear...

ROADS TO MOVEMENT
WHAT WE OFFER
We inspire people to start their own adventures with creative
pictures, regular social media updates and honest blog reviews.

REVIEWS
We use your product or service and communicate honest and
in-depth reviews through multiple channels. We only test and
use things we still need and believe in.
PRODUCT/SERVICE

SOCIAL MEDIA ADVERTS
We put your product or service in the spotlight on our
Facebook and Instagram account. This will be highlighted in
(multiple) posts and/or stories.
€ 25

BLOGS AND ARTICLES
Your product or service will receive all the attention it deserves
in our travel blogs and articles..
PRODUCT/SERVICE/€ 100

ABOUT US
We are Stefanie & Niels, a Belgian travel couple. We choose for
a sustainable way of traveling by bicycle. It's adventurous,
challenging and gets us places where others never go. In
addition, we spend most of our days in nature, which in
combination with a daily portion of exercise is super beneficial
for our health. We love the pace by bike!
In 2020 we cycled from Belgium to Spain. A tryout for the big
adventure that is awaiting us. In the spring of 2022 we will cycle
from Belgium to Scandinavia, followed with our biggest dream:
a bike adventure in North and South America.
Are you moving with us?
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